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Abstract

The alarming increase in autism rates has brought attention to possible adverse effects of environmentally encountered toxic substances on neurodevelopment. Recent studies of autistic children reveal evidence of oxidative stress and neuroinflammation, consistent with the metabolic consequences of a toxic insult. Sulfur metabolism provides detoxification of heavy metals and xenobiotics, maintains cellular redox status, and supports a multitude of methylation reactions, including DNA methylation. When toxic exposures cause oxidative stress, it leads to impaired DNA methylation and can disrupt epigenetic regulation of gene expression, which is critical for normal development. Dopamine stimulates a unique form of methylation involving the D4 receptor subtype, known as phospholipid methylation, which appears to play a role in synchronization of neural networks during attention. The supply of methyl groups for this process depends on the folate- and vitamin B12-dependent enzyme methionine synthase, whose activity is inhibited during oxidative stress. Based on these metabolic relationships, a redox/methylation hypothesis of autism has been formulated, providing a molecular framework for understanding how environmental toxins can disrupt cognitive development. Preliminary studies suggest that metabolic interventions that normalize redox and methylation status may offer benefit in autism, and the underlying mechanisms may also have importance for other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders.
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The prevalence of autism has increased more than 10-fold in the US during the past two decades, raising public concern and increasing research efforts to identify factors that might be responsible. Earlier work established the importance of genetic factors, but it is highly unlikely that such a dramatic increase reflects purely genetic factors. Consequently, there has been increasing attention on the role of one or more ‘environmental factors’ whose exposure might lead to impaired development. Not surprisingly, many theories have been put forth, in part reflecting the vast number of xenobiotic substances encountered in contemporary society. Most controversial among these is the proposal that mercury, derived from the vaccine preservative thimerosal, might play an important role. However, removal of mercury from most childhood vaccines has not been associated with a decrease in autism. Nonetheless, the mercury debate continues as other potential toxins receive attention, including heavy metals (e.g. lead and aluminum), drugs (e.g. pre-natal terbutaline, antibiotics), and chemicals (e.g. bisphenol A, pesticides). Emerging awareness of the role of neuroinflammation and oxidative stress in autism not only illuminates the origins of this neurodevelopmental disorder, but also sheds light on other neurological, neuropsychiatric, and neurodegenerative disorders. This review focuses on those metabolic pathways regulating the redox status of cells (i.e. the balance between reduced and oxidized states), because these pathways also support the process of methylation, in which a carbon atom (methyl group) is added to a molecule. The importance of methylation reactions is increasingly appreciated, especially for its central role in the epigenetic regulation of gene expression.

Oxidative Stress and Methylation

Many xenobiotics adversely affect metabolic pathways concerned with maintaining cellular redox status, which may represent a shared mechanism for contributing to autism. This possibility is strongly supported by recent metabolic studies that have found a pattern of significant oxidative stress in autistic children, highlighted by a decrease in glutathione (GSH), the body’s principal antioxidant. GSH, a tripeptide containing the sulfur amino acid cysteine, binds heavy metals and xenobiotics, restricting their toxicity and promoting their excretion. Reciprocally, heavy metals and xenobiotics inhibit the metabolic pathways that synthesize GSH and serve to maintain sufficient levels of its reduced form. Notably, proteins containing selenium are critical for sustaining reduced GSH, and these proteins are inhibited by mercury with remarkable affinity, promoting a condition of oxidative stress.
Adequate levels of GSH are essential for normal function of all cells, and aerobic metabolism (i.e., mitochondrial utilization of oxygen) places a high demand on GSH status, especially in the brain, which consumes a disproportionately higher amount of oxygen than other tissues. Numerous metabolic mechanisms have evolved to monitor redox status and respond as needed to maintain GSH levels. Key among these is the folate- and vitamin B₁₂-dependent enzyme methionine synthase, which is inhibited during oxidative stress, resulting in diversion of its homocysteine substrate toward synthesis of GSH rather than converting it to methionine, as illustrated in Figure 1. Under normal circumstances, increased synthesis of GSH restores redox balance, allowing methionine synthase to resume conversion of homocysteine to methionine. However, if oxidative stress is not resolved, methionine synthase activity remains inhibited.²⁵,²⁶

The influence of redox status on methionine synthase is the gateway to regulation of more than 150 different methylation reactions in which a carbon atom is transferred from the donor S-adenosylmethionine (SAM). Perhaps most important for autism is the methylation of sites in DNA and histones that results in inhibition of gene expression as a fundamental step in epigenetic regulation.²⁶ Development can be described as a program of orchestrated epigenetic transitions resulting in progression of pluripotent stem cells into differentiated cell types with distinctive functional capabilities. Altered patterns of DNA and/or histone methylation can interfere with normal development, resulting in developmental disorders, as has been well-documented in Rett, fragile X, Angelman, and Prader-Willi syndromes.²⁷–³⁰ Accordingly, it is reasonable to propose that impaired methylation occurring in response to xenobiotic-induced oxidative stress would also result in adverse developmental consequences. This is the essence of the redox/methylation hypothesis of autism.

Inhibition of methionine synthase during oxidative stress results in lower levels of methionine and SAM, which is observed in plasma of autistic children. In addition, a portion of the accumulated homocysteine is converted to S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH), a potent inhibitor of methylation reactions (see Figure 1). Together, the combination of low SAM and high SAH exerts a powerful negative effect on methylation reactions, including methylation of DNA and histone. Other important methylation reactions that are also inhibited during oxidative stress include the synthesis of melatonin and creatine and methylation of catecholamine neurotransmitters. Recent studies have linked changes in DNA methylation with learning and memory creation.³¹,³² This fascinating concept implies that perceptual and emotional experiences are able to stably modulate gene expression, resulting in altered neuronal architecture and synaptic connectivity, and can facilitate formation of associative networks. Within this framework, impaired methylation during early years could disrupt processes that are essential for normal cognitive development.

Dopamine-stimulated Phospholipid Methylation

Of particular importance to neuropsychiatry is the ability of dopamine to stimulate methylation of membrane phospholipids, an exclusive activity of the D₄ dopamine receptor subtype (see Figure 1), first reported by our laboratory in 1999.³³ Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), the particular phospholipid methylated by the D₄ receptor, is localized at the inner surface of the plasma membrane, where it is converted to phosphatidylcholine (PC). The newly synthesized PC then ‘flips’ to the outer membrane surface, where it is the predominant phospholipid. Dopamine-stimulated phospholipid methylation therefore affects the asymmetrical distribution of PE versus PC, which can have a very important impact on the function of other neurotransmitter receptors, ion channels, and other membrane proteins located near the D₄ receptor. Studies have linked deficits in PC formation with a loss of cognitive abilities, while PC supplementation improves cognition.³⁴,³⁵

D₄ dopamine receptor activity plays an important role in attention, and a specific variant of the D₄ receptor gene is widely recognized as an important risk factor for attention-deficit–hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).³⁶ The dramatic rise in ADHD prevalence during the past several decades and its 4:1 predominance in males versus females are similar to the pattern seen in autism, suggesting a shared etiology. The D₄ receptor gene displays remarkable genetic variability among humans. In a worldwide sample, the overall frequency of the seven-repeat form was about 25%, although in native South Americans it is 80%, while it is less than 3% in native Asians.³⁷ Most, but not all, studies have found a three- to five-fold higher risk of ADHD associated with the presence of at least one seven-repeat allele.³⁸ The seven-repeat allele shows evidence of positive selection since its initial appearance 40,000–50,000 years ago, suggesting a beneficial function for an extended period of time, although now it is associated with risk for impaired attention.³⁹

D₄ receptor involvement in attention involves modulation of the frequency at which neural networks fire in synchrony. During
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attention, involved brain regions exhibit a synchronized frequency in the 30–80Hz range, designated as gamma frequency, meaning that their information content is ‘on or off’ in a co-ordinated manner. As a consequence, the combined synchronized information is able to interact and selectively contribute to attention. Synchronized activity in other frequency ranges (e.g. theta, alpha, and beta) also contributes to consciousness and awareness, but gamma frequency information appears to be particularly salient, giving rise to the quality of attention. Moreover, attended information is preferentially committed to memory. We recently proposed a molecular mechanism by which dopamine-induced changes in membrane properties could tune neural networks to gamma frequency.43

Measurement of synchronized brain activity in medical students during attention, using magnetoencephalography (MEG), revealed that individuals carrying the seven-repeat D4 dopamine receptor exhibited significantly higher power in the gamma activity frequency range compared with individuals with either two or four repeats.42 This observation strongly suggests that the seven-repeat form of the D4 receptor has exhibited positive selection during evolution because it increases the capacity for gamma synchronization, but is now a source of ADHD risk for some individuals.

Dopamine-stimulated phospholipid methylation is absolutely dependent on methionine synthase for its supply of methyl groups, which is not a trivial matter, since it is estimated that each D4 dopamine receptor can transfer up to 50 methyl groups/second when fully activated.43 Methylfolate provides the methyl groups to methionine synthase, and vitamin B12 (cobalamin) directly participates in their transfer to homocysteine. The efficiency of dopamine-stimulated phospholipid methylation, and potentially the effectiveness of D4-receptor-mediated gamma synchronization, could therefore be adversely affected by oxidative stress, since it inactivates methionine synthase. While this provides a potential explanation for the recent rise in ADHD, MEG studies of ADHD subjects have not found a decrease, but rather an increase in gamma synchrony compared with control subjects.44 However, despite stronger gamma synchrony, ADHD subjects failed to encode memories from the attention episode as efficiently as controls.45 These findings suggest that inhibition of methionine synthase may disrupt the link between attention and memory in ADHD. Impaired neuronal synchrony, including decreased gamma synchrony, is a well-documented deficit in autism,46–48 consistent with an inability of methionine synthase activity to adequately support D4-receptor-mediated phospholipid methylation.

Neuroinflammation in Autism

Inflammation is the response of an organism to injury or insult. The classic signs of inflammation, redness, heat, swelling, pain, and loss of function primarily reflect vascular responses to local injury. However, the term inflammation also encompasses the altered metabolic state that all cells can display as part of an innate response to threatening changes in their environment. The metabolic shift recruits cellular resources geared toward cell survival, and, as a consequence, the inflammatory response limits resource availability for metabolic activities that are unique to the particular differentiated cell type. In other words, inflammation is associated with a loss of function while cells focus on staying alive. Clearly, inflammation is a useful response when needed, but once the threat is resolved, inflammation is an unwelcome guest that causes chronic diseases such as arthritis, colitis, etc. In the case of the brain, neuroinflammation causes a loss of function, whose consequences can vary depending on the age at which it occurs. Neuroinflammation during early years can interfere with normal development, contributing to disorders such as autism, whereas neuroinflammation in later years contributes to Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, as well as other neurodegenerative disorders.49,50 Intriguingly, recent studies link schizophrenia to lower levels of brain glutathione.51

Microglial cells serve as sentinels and responders to threats in the extracellular environment of the brain, similar to the role of macrophages in the periphery. They are activated during neuroinflammation, for example, in response to foreign materials or pathogens, to produce and release an array of pro-inflammatory cytokines that then act on neurons and astrocytes to elicit inflammatory responses. Studies of post mortem brain samples from autistic subjects showed clear evidence of neuroinflammation, including activated microglia and elevated levels of cytokines.51–53 Elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines in plasma have also been reported,54 along with increased plasma and urinary levels of other biomarkers of oxidative stress, such as oxidized forms of DNA, RNA, lipids, and metabolites.55–57 In conjunction with the lower ratio of reduced glutathione to oxidized glutathione (GSH/GSS), these findings reveal that autism is a systemic metabolic disorder in which neuroinflammation contributes to developmental delay, learning disabilities, epilepsy, and other behavioral manifestations.

While neuroinflammation plays a central role in autism, no infectious agent has been identified and it does not appear that the inflammatory response is directed toward a foreign insult. Alternatively, inflammation can result from the direct effects of xenobiotics on metabolic pathways that participate in the inflammatory response. Thus, in a sense, chemical and heavy metal exposures induce a state of inflammation by mimicking the innate response that cells depend on to respond to threatening insults. A shift of cellular redox status to a more oxidized state is a key component of the inflammatory response, and toxic substances that promote sustained oxidative stress are prime candidates for causing neuroinflammation. Shielded by the blood–brain barrier, the central nervous system (CNS) represents a unique redox environment, and the brain is especially vulnerable when this barrier is breached, particularly early in its development.

Implications for Treatment of Autism

The increased prevalence of autism, along with its developmental nature, creates an imperative for treatment, but the lack of options places both clinicians and parents in a difficult, almost untenable, position. With the exception of risperidol, which provides largely behavioral control, there are currently no US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved treatments for autism, reflecting, at least in part, a lack of consensus about the underlying cause. The controversy over possible involvement of neurotoxic substances, such as mercury, further compounds the problem, as clinical researchers and pharmaceutical companies assume the role of stakeholders in the debate, and distance themselves from findings that might provide
valuable clues and guidance. Moreover, awareness of the metabolic pathways of oxidative stress and redox regulation is limited within the medical community, and practitioners are not familiar with non-prescription, so-called ‘biomedical,’ treatments that could potentially address oxidative stress and impaired methylation. The result, for autistic children, is an unfortunately narrow set of treatment options within the traditional medical system. Intense behavioral approaches, such as applied behavioral analysis (ABA), can be effective, but the underlying metabolic condition goes untreated.

‘Biomedical’ treatment for autism encompasses a wide range of interventions, including nutritional supplements, antioxidants, dietary restrictions, heavy metal chelation, hyperbaric oxygen, and more. Only a very limited number of peer-reviewed clinical studies have been published to evaluate the effectiveness of these treatments. Most pertinent to the redox/methylation hypothesis are those carried out by Dr S Jill James at the University of Arkansas Children’s Hospital. In a preliminary study, significantly abnormal plasma levels of redox and methylation metabolites were documented in 20 autistic subjects, some of whom were then treated under open-label conditions with an initial regimen of folic acid (leucovorin) and betaine (trimethylglycine), followed by the further addition of methylcobalamin (Methyl-B12).13 Plasma metabolite levels partially normalized in response to each stage of this methylation support regimen. No data were presented for neurocognitive changes, although a brief comment claimed improvement. In a more recent study, 40 autistic subjects were treated with a combination of folic acid and methylcobalamin for a period of three months.14 Their plasma levels of GSH and cysteine were significantly increased, as was the ratio of GSH to GSSG, indicative of improved redox status. However, thiol metabolite levels still remained below those in the control group. A parent rating scale indicated improvement in neurocognitive status in association with improved redox status, but the results were not reported due to the potential for bias.

While these preliminary results are encouraging, more robust blinded and placebo-controlled studies are needed, including neurocognitive testing measures. Validation of the importance of oxidative stress and impaired methylation in autism hinges on documentation of clinical improvement when these metabolic conditions are corrected. At the same time, clinicians dealing with autism need to learn more about the relevant metabolic pathways, including which laboratory tests can be ordered to individually assess redox and methylation status, and what supportive treatments are available to correct abnormalities.

**Summary**

Increasing rates of autism suggest a causative environmental factor, which is strongly supported by the documented presence of neuroinflammation in the brain, as well as by systemic metabolic disturbances that are commonly caused by heavy metals and xenobiotics. As summarized in Figure 2, environmental exposures can interact with genetic factors in vulnerable individuals to cause oxidative stress and decrease methylation. Adverse effects of impaired methylation on gene expression in the developing brain, and on the role of dopamine-stimulated phospholipid methylation in attention, can combine to provide a molecular framework for understanding the origins of autism. This redox/methylation framework has led to novel metabolic treatment approaches, which are currently being evaluated in clinical studies. Despite ongoing controversy over the cause of the “autism epidemic,” researchers and clinicians must find common ground to collaborate in an effort to bring meaningful benefit to those who are affected, as soon as possible.
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